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Accept Crypto at
Your Business Spume's Processing System

all you need
to get started

Use Spume's merchant processing system
to accept crypto at your real-life business in
a safe, manageable, and professional way. 



Get to know
your crypto system
Accept cryptocurrency at your
business in the real world safely and
securely. No KYC or minimum
spends required. 

Intuitive, manageable, and logical - that is
the Spume Merchant Processing System. 

spume.io

https://spume.io/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Bcom-Animated.mp4


Accepting crypto
in real-life used to
be messy.

Problem

There are reasons that the adoption of
crypto have been inhibited in the real
world. Spume system solves those. 
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Lack of ability to
manage & track

transactions

 Too Long of  
 Transaction

Times
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Merchants do not want to
accept cryptocurrencies
that fluctuate drastically. 

Business owners cannot
have a crypto wallet full of
random transactions with
no way to track analytics.

Using bitcoin to transact in the
real world means customers
can be waiting at the register
for up to 15 minutes



We enable cryptocurrency
payments in a safe, secure, and
highly manageable way.

We provide uniquely simple 
and elegant solutions to

established problems.

Spume

MANAGEABLE

SECURE

STABLE

Easily Monitor, Track, & Refund Charges

No Centralized Servers or Control

Fast Payments Pegged to the Dollar (USDT)
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Solution



Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Integrate
now, easily.

A smartphone, tablet, or
computer is the only tool you
need to start accepting crypto. 

Already have integrated inventory
tracking? Treat crypto payments as
cash payments and easily balance
your books over any time period
with our powerful analytics.
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Setup a wallet using any
smartphone, tablet, or
computer. This is the only
device you will need.

Reach out! We will onboard
your business for free within
72 hours. No expenses or
delays. 

Take payments.Yes, it's that
easy. 
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The world is trending towards
transparent business and user
owned and controlled funds.

New Era
In Payments
Infrastructure
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Market Capitalization year over year

https://disfold.com/company/mastercard-incorporated/marketcap/
https://disfold.com/company/visa-inc/marketcap/

https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
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Be a part
of history.

Attract a brand new audience
that prefers to shop at Spume
Merchants

Benefit from Spume's 150k
person community via joint
marketing & advertising

50,000 Card
Holders
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Projected Spume card holders over
the next five fiscal quarters that will
shop only at Spume Merchants. 



Why do crypto enthusiasts
shop with Spume?

Crypto Enthusiasts

Targets
Spume's Merchant Processing system
exposes your business to entirely new
audiences, at no cost to you. 

Visualize the amount of
people that will choose to
use our system over fiat.

Frugal Customers
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No identity checks. No spend
limits. No need to pay fees to
convert crypto into fiat.

No identity checks. No spend
limits. As fast as a credit card.
No annual fees or penalties. 



Size of Market

CRYPTO MARKET SAM SOM

Total Available Market Serviceable Available Market Serviceable Obtainable Market

$ 1 Trillion
($ 1,000 Billion)

$ 700 Billion $240 Billion
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The total value of the crypto
currency market.

Portion of the market in retail
users/investors hands. 

Easy entrance into attainable
crypto commerce customers. 



PAYPALONLY SPUME SQUARESTRIPE

Direct competitors Indirect competitors
payment processors that allow the safe
and secure transaction of goods with
cryptocurrency

payment processors that do not allow
payments in cryptocurrency
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Spume
Advantage

Our merchant processing system
provides unique advantages.

By accepting crypto your
business is opened up to an
entirely new, lucrative audience

Spume charges a constant 1.5%
transaction fee - far lower then
any credit cards.

Forget about spending and
transfer limits. Swap your crypto
earnings to fiat currency within
24 hours. 

New Audience

Lower Fees

Complete Control

Enter Crypto
Holders

Save More
 on Fees

Your Funds,
Your Decisions
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Platform

Real World

Why Spume
Businesses are already using our merchant
processing system. Spume card holders are
increasing every day. Be a part of this world-
changing growth. Watch our videos below:

Overview1
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3
Watch

Watch

Watch

https://spume.io/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Bcom-Animated.mp4
https://youtu.be/_6MFHBoHbnU
https://youtu.be/_0Ds5-AdtWc
https://youtu.be/_0Ds5-AdtWc
https://youtu.be/_6MFHBoHbnU
https://spume.io/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Bcom-Animated.mp4


DOTWIX ETHBSC

Upcoming Web 2.0
Integrations

Multi-chain & Multi-
currency

Spume's next step for our payment
processing system is enabling e-
commerce shop to use accept crypto
using our plugins and web APIs

Spume's payment processing system will
allow for verified projects' tokens and
other chosen blockchains to be spent at
our participating merchants
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Our payment system is evolving

WORDPRESS SHOPIFY



Overall: Spume
The reason that business and consumers use our
merchant processing system can be broken down
to these three reasons:

Fast

Secure

Reliable
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Our team Let's meet the Spume team who are each
professionals in their field. Highly
experienced and battle-tested, this is the
Spume team. 

BEAUREGARD MOODY

CTOCEO COO

SILAS MARVIN VARDO BISSICCIO

Overall director at Spume Everything technology at Spume Operations mastermind at Spume 
CSO

OLIVER STAMATOSKI

Strategy architect at Spume



Spume is leading the
industry in accepting and
utilizing cryptocurrency in
the real world.
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Contact Us

spume.io
team@spume.io
(503) 680-8088


